Figure S1. Three example days showing the number of samples taken by ChlOSP given the daylight or swath configuration.
Figure S2. Time series of global mean surface chlorophyll showing that the system reaches equilibrium after approximately 15 years.
Figure S3. Modeled climatology from ChlOSP configurations (left column) along with the corresponding weights (right column). The weights are equal to the sum of the grid cell area seen by the satellite simulator over time. Here, they have been normalized to compare between configurations. When taking the global mean, the spatial weights must be applied to account for how frequently each grid cell was sampled.
Figure S5. The range of the mean diurnal cycle in surface chlorophyll. The mean diurnal cycle was calculated by computing the mean chlorophyll value for each hour of the day over all days of the simulation. The range was calculated subtracting the daily minimum from the daily maximum value.
Figure S6. Spatial correlation (Pearson’s coefficient) for each biome and month of the year. White cells indicate that the slope of the linear regression on standardized data is not statistically significant given the null hypothesis that the true correlation is equal to zero at the 95% confidence level. The effective sample size was calculated using Moran’s I spatial correlation index.